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Supersolitons are a recent addition to the literature on large-amplitude solitary waves in multispecies plasmas. They are distinguished from the usual solitons by their associated electric field profiles which are inherently distinct from traditional bipolar structures. In this paper, dust-ion-acoustic modes in a dusty plasma with stationary negative dust, cold fluid protons, and nonthermal electrons are investigated through a Sagdeev pseudopotential approach to see where supersolitons fit between ranges of ordinary solitons and double layers, as supersolitons always have finite amplitudes. They therefore cannot be described by reductive perturbation treatments, which rely on a weak amplitude assumption. A systematic methodology and discussion is given to distinguish the existence domains in solitary wave speed and amplitude for the different solitons, supersolitons and double layers, in terms of compositional parameters for the plasma model under consideration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dusty plasmas are plasmas containing not only electrons, protons, and possibly other normal ions but specifically also charged dust grains. Prominent in typical heliospheric applications are micron-sized ice grains, which can pick up a significant negative charge due to the much higher electron mobility. This leads to large charges and huge masses in comparison with the more usual ions [1,2]. In the early days of wave studies in dusty plasmas, Shukla and Silin [3] introduced the dust-ion-acoustic (DIA) mode, which is really an ion-acoustic wave modified by the imbalance between the undisturbed proton and electron densities.

On the scales related to the DIA mode, the dust dynamics can be neglected because of the large mass-per-charge compared to that of the protons. In the first instance, this leads to the simplest plasma model, where the negative dust is a stationary background, the protons are described by cold fluid equations, and the hot electrons are Boltzmann distributed [3]. Later, Bharuthram and Shukla [4] gave a fully nonlinear treatment of this DIA mode, with the help of Sagdeev pseudopotential theory [5].

Very recently, Dubinov and Kolotkov [6,7] introduced the novel concept of acoustic “super solitary waves” (or, with a colloquial, though less rigorous term, supersolitons) in a five-species dusty plasma but discussed only one single parameter case. Supersolitons can be characterized in various ways, either by looking at telltale wiggles (subsidiary maxima) on their electric field signature [6,7] or by requiring that the corresponding Sagdeev pseudopotential have three local extrema between the undisturbed conditions and the supersoliton amplitude (thus yielding two contiguous “subwells”) while remaining negative in this interval.

The modified bipolar electric field structure that is characteristic of a supersoliton is a signature that should be found in space-based observations, and, indeed, there are indications that it may well have been recorded [8]. Since the description of solitary waves is usually given in terms of the electrostatic potential, not of the associated electric field, pseudopotentials with three local extrema were encountered earlier [9–12] but not recognized as differing from ordinary solitons.

In particular, it was pointed out by Verheest et al. [13] that several three-species models could have supersoliton solutions and, hence, that their importance warranted a more systematic approach to their characteristics and existence domains in parameter space. Hence, in the present paper we investigate a DIA model, comprised of infinitely massive negative dust and cold positive ions, together with nonthermal Cairns distributed [14] electrons. It will be recalled that Cairns et al. [14] introduced this velocity distribution function to model the excess of superthermal particles, often observed in space plasmas, as a vehicle to explore their effects on nonlinear waves in space.

Many studies of nonlinear DIA waves have been based on small-amplitude methods such as a Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) reductive perturbation treatment. It should be emphasized that supersoliton profiles cannot be described by such an approach. Hence, from the extensive literature on nonlinear DIA waves we shall only quote a selection of the relevant papers which deal with large-amplitude modes through the arbitrary amplitude Sagdeev pseudopotential analysis or equivalent fluid dynamical approach [15,16]. These include Refs. [17–23]. Baluku et al. [24] investigated DIA solitons in a plasma composed of mobile dust, warm ions, and κ-distributed [25–27] electrons, including the limit κ → ∞,
which represents a Maxwellian distribution. In addition to exploring existence domains in parameter space and effects of ion temperature, they evaluated the soliton amplitudes systematically as various parameters were varied, as well as considering effects of finite dust inertia.

The paper is structured as follows. In the following section we set out the basic formalism, obtain the Sagdeev pseudopotential, and outline the process of analysis. Section III is devoted to a thorough numerical study of two typical cases and a discussion of the limitations of the model. This is followed by a short summary of the results.

II. BASIC FORMALISM

The theoretical model includes immobile negative dust, cold positive ions, and nonthermal electrons, labeled \( d \), \( i \), and \( e \), respectively. The fraction of negative charge residing on the dust is \( f = z_d n_{d0}/z_in_{i0} \) and on the electrons \( 1 - f = n_{e0}/z_in_{i0} \), where \( n_{d0} \) is the undisturbed ion density. The number of charges on the ions and the dust are \( z_i \) and \( z_d \), respectively.

The ions are described by the continuity and momentum equations in normalized variables [28], referred, among others, to a speed \( C_0 = (z_i T_e/m_i)^{1/2} \), where \( T_e \) is the kinetic temperature of the electrons in the absence of nonthermal effects. The present normalization implies that the space coordinate is measured in units of \((\epsilon_0 T_e/n_{i0} z_i e^2)^{1/2}\). In a frame where the nonlinear structure is stationary \((\partial/\partial t = 0)\), all variables tend to their undisturbed values at \( x \to -\infty \), and, in particular, the electrostatic potential \( \phi \) (normalized to \( T_e/e \)) tends to zero. All densities will be normalized with respect to their equilibrium values.

One can integrate the ion equations with respect to \( x \) and find that the ion charge density is given by

\[
n_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - 2\phi/M^2}}.
\]

We note that the ion density contains \( M = V/C_0 \), coming from inertial effects on their flow, where \( V \) is the as-yet-unknown velocity of the nonlinear structure, seen as an inertial frame. There are limitations on \( \phi \) on the positive side at \( \phi_i = M^2/2 \), as for larger \( \phi \) the ion density is no longer defined and, in fact, reaches infinite compression for \( \phi \to \phi_i \).

As noted in the Introduction, we will adopt a nonthermal Cairns distribution function for the electrons. The phase-space Cairns distribution function is expressed in terms of a nonthermality parameter \( \alpha \) [14] and yields, after integration, the electron charge density as [28]

\[
n_e = (1 - \beta \phi + \beta \phi^2) \exp(\phi).
\]

Here the macroscopic nonthermality parameter is defined as \( \beta = 4\alpha/(1 + 3\alpha) \). In the discussion below, values of \( \beta \) smaller than \( 4/7 \) (corresponding to \( \alpha = 0.25 \)) will be used, since at larger \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \) the phase-space Cairns distribution function develops strong wings and this nonmonotonic form may lead to linear instability, thus precluding the generation of stable nonlinear structures [28]. This then renders it less appropriate to model superthermal particles, for which more sophisticated descriptions are needed.

The basic set of equations is closed by Poisson’s equation,

\[
\frac{d^2\phi}{dx^2} + n_i - (1 - f)n_e - f = 0,
\]

where the term \( f \) corresponds to the stationary negative dust contribution, as defined above, and we have used overall charge neutrality in the undisturbed conditions. After integration, (3) yields an energy-like integral,

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{d\phi}{dx} \right)^2 + S(\phi,M) = 0,
\]

which can be analyzed as in classical mechanics, in terms of a Sagdeev pseudopotential [5]

\[
S(\phi,M) = (1 - f)[1 + 3\beta - (1 + 3\beta - 3\beta\phi + \beta\phi^2) \exp(\phi)] - f\phi + M^2 \left( 1 - \sqrt{1 - \frac{2\phi}{M^2}} \right).
\]

Here we have explicitly referred to \( M \), while parameters like \( f \) and \( \beta \) determine the precise composition of the plasma.

By construction and assumption \( S(0,M) = S'(0,M) = 0 \) and \( S''(0,M) \leq 0 \) is required to cause the origin to be a (local) unstable maximum, at least on one side. Derivatives of \( S(\phi,M) \) with respect to \( \phi \) are denoted by primes. In physical terms, the proper convexity condition, \( S''(0,M) \leq 0 \), ensures that the nonlinear structures are (super-)acoustic in a global sense and this yields the minimal \( M \) for their existence,

\[
M^2 > M_s^2 = \frac{1}{(1 - f)(1 - \beta)}.
\]

Here \( M_s \), which satisfies \( S''(0,M_s) = 0 \), is the true normalized acoustic speed in the plasma system. Hence, the ratio \( M/M_s \) is the true Mach number in the system, since the reference speed used in the normalization disappears from this ratio.

However, in order to have a solitary wave solution, one needs to encounter a root of \( S(\phi,M) \) outside and accessible from \( \phi = 0 \). Single roots give hill- or dipike solitary waves, whereas for double roots \( \phi \) changes from one value at \( -\infty \) to another at \( +\infty \), typical for potential kinks.

We note that \( S(\phi,M) \to +\infty \) for \( \phi \to -\infty \), due to the dominance of the dust contribution for large negative \( \phi \). Hence, there is always at least one negative root, and possibly more, but the number of negative roots will be shown always to be odd. As will be seen later, very large values of \( |\phi| \) are not admissible, since then some of the assumptions underlying the model break down. There are two crucial assumptions, the neglect of dust dynamics and of electron inertia, which will be discussed in Sec. III C.

In addition to the negative root(s), there might also be positive roots, but their existence cannot be predicted by reasoning on general properties of \( S(\phi,M) \) alone, only that any possible positive roots need to satisfy \( \phi < \phi_i \), for the pseudopotential to be defined.

In the following sections the existence domains for nonlinear solitary waves and kinks are analyzed in a systematic way, rather than considering only a limited set of \( M \) values and compositional parameters, for which the numerics give solutions.

We also compute

\[
S''(0,M_s) = (1 - f)[3(1 - f)(1 - \beta)^2 - 1].
\]
The sign of $S''(0,M_\ast)$, given by the sign of the expression between the square brackets in (7), determines the sign of the KdV-like solitons [24,29]. By “KdV-like” we mean that such solitons have amplitudes which become arbitrarily small as $M \rightarrow M_\ast$, as do solutions of KdV equations [24]. Because generically $\partial S/\partial M < 0$ [30], for a specified plasma composition, the family of curves $S(\varphi,M)$ all touch at $\varphi = 0$ but otherwise cannot cross, as $M$ is varied. This implies that soliton roots of $S(\varphi,M)$ (the first accessible roots from $\varphi = 0$ on the positive and/or negative side) increase in amplitude as $M$ is increased. If $M/M_\ast$ can be increased significantly, so can the soliton amplitudes, and, thus, KdV-like solitons are not always small, contrary to what happens in weakly nonlinear descriptions [1].

The Sagdeev pseudopotential at the acoustic speed, $S(\varphi,M_\ast)$, has other interesting properties. Bearing in mind that $S''(0,M_\ast) = 0$ by definition, we see that for $S''(0,M_\ast) < 0$, $S(\varphi,M_\ast)$ goes from positive to negative values as one increases $\varphi$ through zero. Thus, the pseudopotential cannot have a negative soliton root but might have an acceptable root for positive $\varphi$. If this is indeed the case, this positive soliton is additional to the negative KdV-like solitons and at the same time constitutes a minimum for possible other solitons for increasing $M$, which we therefore have called “non-KdV-like” [10,24,29]. For $S''(0,M_\ast) > 0$ the whole reasoning is negative/positive inverted. Because of their finite amplitudes at $M = M_\ast$, these non-KdV-like solutions cannot be obtained through a weakly nonlinear, reductive perturbation approach.

Whenever there is a possibility that for certain parameter values $S''(0,M_\ast)$ goes from one sign to the opposite sign, the soliton polarities and characteristics will switch accordingly. Clearly, the plasma composition parameter values that give rise to the switch are critical [10,24,29], and in this model one is led to critical values of the nonthermality parameter, $\beta_\ast$, and dust charge fraction, denoted by $f_\ast$. It is possible with this technique to find numerous realistic plasma models in which, for some fixed plasma parameter values, both polarities are supported [4,10,14,17,24,28,31,32], a phenomenon sometimes referred to as “coexistence” [24,28–30,32–34]. Even though positive and negative solitons can occur for the same parameter values in the Sagdeev pseudopotential, only one possibility can be realized at a time, depending on the initial perturbations. This is analogous to the situation in classical mechanics, where a sphere, placed on top of a local hill, can, in principle, roll down on either side but not on both sides simultaneously.

III. DISCUSSION

To get a feeling for where interesting phenomena might occur, we start the discussion by plotting in Fig. 1 how the critical density fraction, $f_\ast$, varies with $\beta$ along the curve $S''(0,M_\ast) = 0$. It is seen from Fig. 1 that, above this curve, $S''(0,M_\ast) < 0$, which yields negative potential KdV-like solitons. On the other hand, below $S''(0,M_\ast) = 0$, KdV-like solitons are positive. From (7) one also notes that for $\beta \geq \beta_\ast = 1 - 1/\sqrt{3} \approx 0.423$ only $S''(0,M_\ast) < 0$ is possible, hence, no polarity changes can occur and the KdV-like solitons are negative for all $f$. We will thus pick two specific illustrative cases, one in each of these two regions.

One is $\beta = 0.5$ (corresponding to $\alpha = 0.2$), a standard value in many discussions using the Cairns nonthermal distribution (for example, Refs. [14,21,30,32,35–39]), clearly lying in the region where a polarity switch does not take place. As a second example we choose $\beta = 0.3$, in the domain where the KdV- and non-KdV-like polarities will switch at $f = 0.320$, as $f$ is increased. Both values of $\beta$ are chosen to lie in the physically important range $0 \leq \beta < 4/7$, because, as pointed out above, we prefer not to consider larger values [28]. The discussion of the case $\beta = 0.3$ being more involved, we will therefore begin with it.

Supersolitons require pseudopotentials with three local extrema or two distinct wells between $\varphi = 0$ and a negative or a positive root. It follows immediately from (4) that each extremum in $S(\varphi,M)$ must be reflected in a positive and a negative extremum in the electric field, thereby generating the characteristic signature of a supersoliton. We briefly recall that limits on the existence ranges for supersolitons involve first double layers [10,13], which, if they exist, are always lower limits, whereas coalescence of two of the three local extrema, thereby merging the two pseudopotential wells, can act as lower or upper limits. Further details are given in Ref. [13]. These limitations can be drawn as curves in $\{f,M/M_\ast\}$ or in $\{f,\varphi\}$ parameter space, showing the changes as $f$ is increased. All this will be illustrated in more detail below.

A. Case with $\beta = 0.3$

We now address a case where $\beta = 0.3 < \beta_\ast$, so polarity changes are possible for the KdV-like solitons and, if they exist, for the non-KdV-like solitons, and these changes occur at the critical value $f_\ast = 0.320$. To begin the discussion, we note that in the range $0 < f < 0.320$ we have $S''(0,M_\ast) > 0$, so there are positive KdV-like solitons. As pointed out in Sec. II, this model always has at least one negative root, and the associated negative solitons are, thus, clearly non-KdV-like. For $0.320 < f$, there are negative KdV-like solitons, and over a limited range, positive non-KdV-like solitons. However, such interchanges in the polarity and character of the different soliton modes do not give rise to discontinuous changes.

To refine the discussion, we consider the behavior as $f$ is increased from zero and illustrate this with two figures, one
In the first range, for \( 0 < f < 0.287 \), i.e., within the range of positive potential KdV solitons, one can check that there is a (very large) negative non-KdV-like root at the acoustic speed, \( M_s \), of amplitude \(|\phi_a| > 21\). We have seen that \( S(\phi,M) \) always admits at least one negative root, and the negative non-KdV-like solitons that are found for \( M > M_s \) have even larger amplitudes, without apparent limit as \( M \) is further increased. However, the very large modes in this range have been omitted from the comprehensive graph in Fig. 3 for reasons of graphical clarity. We note that for \( 0 < f < 0.285 \) there are no supersolitons.

At \( f = 0.287 \) a negative double layer appears at the acoustic speed \( M_s \), with amplitude \( \phi = -0.865 \), in addition to a large inaccessible, physically unimportant, negative root at \( \phi = -20.976 \). To compute the double-layer amplitudes and Mach number, we have to solve numerically the set \( S(\phi,M) = 0 \) and \( S'(\phi,M) = 0 \), at given compositional parameters, and repeat the process for, for example, values of \( f \) in a range.

From \( f = 0.287 \) onwards pseudopotentials with \( M_s < M < M_{dl} \) have three negative roots, of which only the smallest in amplitude is accessible from the undisturbed conditions, thus representing a soliton amplitude. As \( f \) is increased, the gap between these three roots decreases, until for \( f = 0.460 \) they all coalesce in a triple root. The picture for \( 0.287 < f < 0.460 \) is that, at given \( f \) and increasing \( M \), one encounters an accessible negative root for \( M_s < M < M_{dl} \) yielding a normal negative soliton, until a double layer is obtained at \( M = M_{dl} \). For larger \( M > M_{dl} \), the domain beyond the third root of \( S(\phi,M_s) \) suddenly become accessible, and this is where one enters the supersoliton regime for given \( f \) in the range \( 0.287 < f < 0.460 \).

It is worth stressing that the increase in \( M \) above \( M_{dl} \) occurs continuously, but the amplitudes jump in a discontinuous way [10,13] from the double-layer amplitude to beyond the third root of \( S(\phi,M_s) \), a gap which can be quite appreciable, as we will see in a detailed example below. This phenomenon was first reported in Ref. [10], before the introduction of the nomenclature supersoliton. Hence, the third root of the double-layer pseudopotential represents a minimum for the supersoliton amplitude at the same plasma composition.

Further increases in \( M \) will cause a coalescence of two of the local extrema within the pseudopotential, merging the two pseudopotential subwells on the negative side and signaling the end of the supersoliton range. Beyond the value of \( M \) at which this coalescence occurs, we recover standard solitons, and this transition is continuous, both in \( M \) and in amplitude.

In between, at \( f = 0.320 \), we have crossed the value where the characteristics of the negative- and positive-polarity solitons are swapped from KdV- to non-KdV-like or vice versa. As we see in Figs. 2 and 3, this transition is continuous both in \( M \) and in amplitude, as, in particular, the KdV-like solitons are not necessarily small for all \( M \) but start from \( M > M_{s} \) and increase proportionally to \( M - M_{s} \). This is also illustrated in Fig. 4, which clearly shows that, as \( f \) is increased, the gap between the negative roots becomes smaller, whereas the positive soliton amplitude increases.

For \( f > 0.460 \), there are no more double layers and the pseudopotentials only have one negative root. However, as discussed in our earlier paper [13], supersolitons can still be found for larger \( f > 0.460 \), beyond the existence range of
than the latter, i.e., that the former coalescence always occurs at lower speed of $\phi$ from left to right \[i.e., \text{from the root of } \phi]. These correspond to a standard soliton, the positive soliton increase.

For a given value of $f$, the lower limit in $M$ of the supersoliton existence domain is then governed by the emergence of two subwells within the main pseudopotential well. Associated with this, two new extrema are added in the well. As $M$ is increased further, one finds a coalescence between two of the local extrema, thereby merging the two subwells and providing an upper limit for supersolitons, as is the case when double layers form the lower limit.

To understand the nomenclature that we use in Ref. [13], we have labeled the three local extrema $A$, $B$, and $C$, going from left to right \[i.e., \text{from the root of } S(\phi, M)\] in the direction of $\phi = 0$, as we shall also use in Fig. 9 below. Two types of coalescence are possible: the two leftmost ($AB$) or the two rightmost ($BC$) extrema. We have noted in our earlier study [13] that the former coalescence always occurs at lower speed than the latter, i.e., $M_{AB} < M_{BC}$, and that, as long as double layers occur, an $AB$ coalescence is not possible. Beyond the double-layer range in $f$, supersolitons can be found in the $M$ range between these two coalescences. This will also be confirmed here, as seen in Fig. 5, when an explicit example is discussed. The end of the supersoliton range is reached when the three local extrema coalesce, in an $ABC$ coalescence, that is, the lower and upper limits coincide. For $\beta = 0.3$ this occurs on the negative potential side at $f = 0.498$.

For $f > 0.498$, only $S(\phi, M)$ curves with one negative root are possible. These correspond to a standard soliton, the amplitude of which increases with $M$. Again, these can be arbitrarily large, as there is no explicit upper limit in the model, but we will have to qualify that statement in Sec. III C.

Turning now to the standard positive solitons, the existence of which is limited by $\psi_{li}$, defined in Sec. II, we note from Fig. 3 that for $f < 0.320$ the positive solitons are KdV-like, and that their limiting amplitude $\psi_{li}$ increases with $f$. Once we cross over to $f > 0.320$, the positive solitons become non-KdV-like, and now their minimum amplitude increases faster than the maximum at $\psi_{li}$, so this range ends for $f = 0.639$, when the root at the acoustic speed occurs at the corresponding $\psi_{li} = M_s^2/2$. Since there is always at least one negative soliton, the coexistence domain that supports both polarities of solitons covers $0 < f < 0.639$.

In the existence diagrams, Figs. 2 and 3, it can be seen that the domain for the supersolitons forms a wedge, both in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space. The corners in Mach number $M_1/M_s$ space and in amplitude space.
previously for a plasma composed of Cairns electrons and cold positive and negative ions [13]. The tiny supersoliton regime between \( f = 0.285 \) and 0.287 can hardly be seen in Figs. 2 and 3. It is at the limit of numerical precision and presumably too small to be of physical significance.

Having determined the existence domains for the Mach numbers in Fig. 2 and for the amplitudes in Fig. 3, we can draw as many Sagdeev pseudopotentials as we want but will only select a few values of \( f \) to illustrate in somewhat more detail what was sketched above. We start with a dust charge density fraction \( f = 0.43 \), which leads to Figs. 5 and 6.

In the upper panel of Fig. 5 we have plotted three pseudopotentials, associated with a standard soliton (dotted curve, \( M/M_s = 1.057 \)), a double layer (dashed curve, \( M/M_s = 1.061 \)), and a supersoliton (solid curve, \( M/M_s = 1.065 \)), respectively. For reasons of graphical clarity, the range \( \varphi > 0 \) has been omitted, but all three pseudopotentials have a normal, positive soliton of amplitudes 1.311, 1.331, and 1.348, respectively.

With the same curve coding the lower panel of Fig. 5 gives the corresponding hodographs, plotting \( d\varphi/dx = -E \) as a function of \( \varphi \). Similar hodographs have been found previously in other plasma configurations [6,10,13]. Here the jump from the double layer to the supersoliton amplitude is clearly seen, even though the Mach numbers vary continuously. Thin dotted and dashed curves in gray indicate parts of the hodograph that are not accessible from the undisturbed conditions at \( \varphi = 0 \), yielding another characteristic of supersolitons [6,13].

Figure 6 gives, for the supersoliton pseudopotential depicted in Fig. 5 by the solid curve, both soliton and electric field profiles for the negative supersoliton (upper panel) and the standard positive soliton (lower panel). The wiggles superposed on a bipolar electric field structure are clearly seen, whereas the soliton plots themselves show a much less obvious difference. These figures are reminiscent of previous observations in other plasmas [6,7,13].

Next, we look at the graphs corresponding to \( f = 0.460 \) where the three negative roots merge into a triple root, Figs. 7 and 8. The pseudopotential represented in Fig. 7 by a dashed curve has a triple root, whereas those for a smaller or larger \( M \) only have one root in the negative domain. The smaller root (on the dotted curve) signals a standard soliton, the larger root (on the solid curve) a supersoliton. However, when \( M \) is increased too much, a \( BC \) coalescence occurs and the supersoliton range ends. Still higher values of \( M \) correspond again to normal solitons.

In Fig. 8 the supersoliton profile and electric field for the pseudopotential with the solid curve in Fig. 7 show a marked difference from the profiles given in the upper panel of Fig. 6. The position of the highest of the peaks in the modified electric field corresponds to the deepest well in the corresponding pseudopotential, as one may deduce immediately from (4). Note that the undisturbed conditions at \( \varphi = 0 \) are for \( |x| \to \infty \), whereas \( E = 0 \) or \( d\varphi/dx = 0 \) occur at the peak of the soliton.

![Figure 6](image1.png)

**FIG. 6.** (Color online) Upper panel: Profile (left) and electric field (right) of the negative supersoliton belonging to the pseudopotential shown by the solid curve in Fig. 5. Lower panel: Profile (left) and electric field (right) of the standard positive soliton belonging to the same pseudopotential, which was omitted in Fig. 5 for reasons of graphical clarity, the well on the positive side being very deep.

![Figure 7](image2.png)

**FIG. 7.** (Color online) Upper panel: Pseudopotentials with a standard soliton (blue dotted curve, \( M/M_s = 1.077 \)), a triple root (green dashed curve, \( M/M_s = 1.081 \)), and a supersoliton (red solid curve, \( M/M_s = 1.084 \)) solution for \( \beta = 0.3 \) and \( f = 0.460 \). For graphical clarity, the positive range has been omitted. Lower panel: Corresponding hodographs, plotting \( d\varphi/dx \) as functions of \( \varphi \).
numbers at which an AB or BC coalescence occurs, we have to solve numerically the set \( S'(\varphi, M) = 0 \) and \( S''(\varphi, M) = 0 \) for \( M \) and then find the root of the pseudopotential for that \( M \) at given compositional parameters.

As the electric field signature also shows, this is an example (carefully chosen) of a pseudopotential where the two wells of the supersoliton pseudopotential are equally deep, resulting in equal local maxima or minima in the electric field, a property hardly discernible on the supersoliton electrostatic potential profile itself.

**B. Case with \( \beta = 0.5 \)**

For the case where \( \beta = 0.5 \), the reasoning follows lines analogous to the previous subsection, with the major difference that there is no polarity change, so the negative solitons are KdV-like throughout the range and the positive solitons non-KdV-like. In this case, the positive range ends at \( f = 0.350 \) due to infinite ion compression, at \( \varphi_{li} \), up to which value of charge density fraction there is coexistence with the negative solitons.

In an analogous way to that by which Fig. 2 was established, we find in Fig. 11 the Mach number range which allows supersolitons to occur. We see again a wedge shape, but, interestingly, the lower cutoff in soliton speed is not at the acoustic speed and finite \( f \) but occurs at \( f = 0 \) and \( M > M_s \). As the negative roots are KdV-like in this case, standard (negative) solitons start at very small amplitudes for \( M > M_s \). The first limit on solitons is given by a double layer and, thus, occurs at \( M_{dl}/M_s > 1 \), and any supersolitons only arise for \( M > M_{dl} > M_s \).

A second major difference with the case of \( \beta = 0.3 \) is that even for small \( f \), double layers can occur and, hence, for \( M > M_{dl} \), supersolitons can also occur, the existence domain of which now spans a wide range in \( f \). However, while in theory this could already start at \( f = 0 \), this value is not admissible in the model considered, as then there is no dust present. The corners of the existence domain in Fig. 11 now
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occur for $f = 0$ (though not physical), $f = 0.736$ (triple root at the end of the double-layer range), and $f = 0.839$ (coalescence of all three local extrema).

However, when drawing in Fig. 12 the equivalent of Fig. 3 for the amplitude ranges, with the same curve coding, the supersoliton amplitudes are shown to be rather strong. Only for relatively large $f$ (relative charge density), which signals an appreciable electron depletion as a prerequisite, do they have amplitudes of more usual magnitude.

Once the existence diagrams are obtained, it is straightforward to draw some Sagdeev pseudopotentials and corresponding hodographs, supersoliton electrostatic potentials, and electric field profiles. They qualitatively resemble those described in the previous subsection, and those of our earlier paper [13], in a striking way, hence, a single example will suffice (for $f = 0.736$), where the double-layer range ends in a triple root, as $f$ is increased. This is the analog for $\beta = 0.5$ of Fig. 7 and the results are similar. One sees from Fig. 12 that this case lies beyond the range of positive solitons, and, thus, only negative potential solitons are found.

This pseudopotential is illustrated in the upper panel of Fig. 13 (green dashed curve), together with pseudopotentials having a normal soliton (blue dotted curve) or a supersoliton (red solid curve). In the lower panel the corresponding hodographs are given, plotting $d\phi/dx$ as functions of $\phi$. The pseudopotential plotted in Fig. 13 (solid curve) yields a supersoliton profile and associated electric field, as shown in Fig. 14. It has to be remarked again that there are always negative solitons, but beyond the double layers their amplitudes jump to surprisingly large values, as there is no limit for negative potentials in the model. That is the case because the negative charges are carried by massless electrons and infinitely massive dust grains, unlike the case reported in Ref. [10], where the positive supersolitons beyond the double-layers experience a cutoff due to infinite compression of the finite mass ions.

### C. Model limitations on Mach numbers and amplitudes

Having discussed some specific cases for $\beta = 0.3$ and 0.5, we need to address the limitations of our model when confronted with the theoretical possibility of obtaining very large soliton and supersoliton amplitudes. Part of this is reminiscent of earlier work [17], but we focus here on the neglect of dust dynamics and/or of electron inertia.

To begin with the dust dynamics, had we included it from the beginning and treated the charged dust as a (very) heavy negative-ion species, we would have found, by analogy with the cold positive-ion density, that

$$n_d = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{2\beta}{\mu M^2}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

FIG. 14. (Color online) Soliton (left) and electric field (right) profile for the pseudopotential shown by the red solid curve in Fig. 13.
Here $\mu = z_i m_i / z_d m_d$ is the ratio of the dust-to-ion mass-charge ratios, for charged dust usually a very large number. In turn, this means that the Sagdeev pseudopotential in (5) becomes
\[
S(\varphi, M) = (1 - f)[1 + 3 \beta - (1 + 3 \beta - 3 \beta \varphi + \beta \varphi^2) \exp(\varphi)]
+ f \mu M^2 \left(1 - \sqrt{1 + \frac{2 \varphi}{\mu M^2}}\right)
+ M^2 \left(1 - \sqrt{1 - \frac{2 \varphi}{M^2}}\right).
\]
That is, the dust contribution, $-f \varphi$, is replaced in (5) by
\[
f \mu M^2 \left(1 - \sqrt{1 + \frac{2 \varphi}{\mu M^2}}\right).
\]
This introduces a limit $\varphi_{id} = -\mu M^2/2$ on the negative $\varphi$ range, with magnitude $|\varphi_{id}| \gg \varphi_i$. For large but finite $\mu$, and, thus, very large negative solitary waves, $\varphi \to \varphi_{id}$, the electron term ($\propto \exp(\varphi_{id})$) is negligible. Thus, the sign of $S(\varphi, M)$ involves a subtle balance between the two remaining potentially large terms for small dust charge density $f$, namely
\[
M^2(1 - \sqrt{1 + \mu}) + f \mu M^2 \simeq M^2 \sqrt{\mu(f \sqrt{\mu} - 1)}. \tag{11}
\]
The limit $f = 0$ represents a two-species (electron-ion) plasma, for which the factor $\mu$ plays no role, and in that case the dust term in $S(\varphi, M)$ then falls away completely. But in the neighborhood of $f = 0$, $S(\varphi, M) > 0$ at $\varphi_{id}$, i.e., a root exists before the cutoff is reached, only holds if $f > 1/\sqrt{\mu}$.

For typical dust masses and charges $\mu$ is very large, implying that $f > 1/\sqrt{\mu}$ only excludes a very narrow range near $f = 0$. However, such small $f$ mean that there is hardly any dust, which invalidates the DIA model. Seemingly, this constraint does not involve $M$, and, hence, if $M$ can be increased at will, both $\varphi_{ti}$ and $\varphi_{id}$ could become very large, unless other physical restrictions appear.

Similar conclusions can be reached for a model in which the electrons are governed by $\kappa$ distributions [25,27], which include as a special case, for $\kappa \to \infty$, the Boltzmann distribution used in Ref. [4]. In particular, a detailed discussion [24] shows that neglecting dust dynamics hardly affects the description of the positive solitons and that there is, for large dust mass, only a tiny range at small $f$ where the limit due to $\varphi_{id}$ plays a role. Specifically, for a model that includes analogous noninertial electrons (Boltzmann/$\kappa$ distributed), Ref. [24], too, yields very large amplitude non-KdV-like negative solitons, even though they have included warm ions and dust grains of finite mass. Nonetheless, the question must be asked as to whether these large amplitudes are indeed physically plausible or whether the assumption of massless electrons or some other artifact of the model has given rise to them.

Electron inertia comes into play in a totally different way. The electrons have been assumed hot enough so their inertia can be neglected, and this requires that $V \ll c_{ei}$, with $c_{ei} = \sqrt{T_{ei}/m_e}$ defining the electron thermal velocity, up to factors of $(1 - \beta)$, of order unity. Given our normalization, this is equivalent to requiring that $M \ll \sqrt{m_i/z_d m_d}$. While this limit is large enough not to bother us when focusing on some of the supersoliton solutions, it is not infinite and $M$ therefore should be restricted to “reasonable” values. This is, however, not easy to quantify. Such considerations are not limited to this problem alone but might be encountered for various other plasma compositions, which explicitly or tacitly assume the hot species to be completely inertial.

IV. SUMMARY

Based on the recently introduced concept of supersolitons, we have revisited the problem of large-amplitude DIA waves in a plasma consisting of cold fluid protons and Cairns nonthermal electrons in the presence of a neutralizing negative dust background. This has been based on a Sagdeev pseudopotential method, because supersolitons always have finite amplitudes and cannot be treated by reductive perturbation techniques.

The picture which emerges from this model is that supersolitons are usually wedged between ranges of ordinary solitons and have negative polarity. If double layers can occur, supersolitons have Mach numbers that are larger than those of the double-layer pseudopotential but amplitudes which jump discontinuously from the double-layer amplitude to beyond the third (nonaccessible) root of the double-layer pseudopotential. Besides supersolitons, one also finds the usual solitons, some of which can have positive polarity, and there are usually appreciable ranges of coexistence.

We have illustrated these findings for two specific values of the nonthermality parameter, and have also included a subsection on the model limitations, because the neglect of dust dynamics and electron inertia eliminates all upper bounds on Mach number and amplitudes for the negative-polarity solitons. Thus, unphysically large structures might be found which ultimately will invalidate the simplifying hypotheses.

According to our findings, the supersoliton range is always bounded from below or above, in this sense. Indeed, one of the supersoliton characteristics is that the corresponding pseudopotential must have two contiguous subwells in the electrostatic potential region between the (sole) root and the undisturbed conditions at zero electrostatic potential. As the Mach number increases these two subwells are merged, so there are no longer supersolitons. It can be shown numerically that there is a lower limit in $\beta$ below which supersolitons cannot be found, in particular, not for Maxwellian electrons in this DIA model.

At this stage it is not possible to give a clear indication of all possible classes of plasma models that could support supersolitons. A minimum requirement would be that there are a sufficient number of species to generate the complicated Sagdeev pseudopotential that represents a supersoliton. From our experience of related calculations we believe that two-species models do not have sufficient complexity to give rise to such curves, whereas three-species models certainly allow for them. In Ref. [8] the authors speculate that bipolar and tripolar solitons can be explained in terms of Bernstein-Green-Kruskal (BGK) modes in ordinary two-component plasmas. They do not appear to comment explicitly on the single “modified” bipolar structure which appears in their Fig. 1(b). It is suggested that supersolitons might offer an alternative explanation to BGK modes for such solitary waves.
What other constraints are required is still unclear, but certainly supersolitons have now been found in three models of diverse physical makeup. Here we considered a plasma with an inertial and an immobile species of opposite polarity, together with a Cairns nonthermal species, in Ref. [13] the two mobile inertial species also had opposite charge, and again a nonthermal electron component was included, while in Ref. [10] the plasma involved two Boltzmann distributions of the same polarity and a single mobile species. Thus, the presence of a so-called nonthermal species is certainly not a prerequisite.
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